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regulations in developing economies
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A bit of history
The misalignment of regulations and the local environment is one reason why developing
economies have adopted a more cautious approach to Basel II. Their intentions were first to
understand Basel II implementation details and better grasp their possible implications to
make an informed decision on the optimal way forward. Many economies had also not yet
fully implemented Basel I and needed to catch up before addressing Basel II. Although the
International Monetary Fund and the Basel Committee embraced this approach, there was
pressure from rating agencies and others for countries to adopt Basel II.
Data from the Financial Stability Institute at the Bank of International Settlements (2015)
shows that 90 out of 100 surveyed non-member jurisdictions have implemented Basel II at
least partially or are in the process of planning to do so.
Implementation issues facing developing economies are not simply technical. There are also
broader issues, such as:
1. The competitiveness of national and foreign banks
2. Access to credit by SMEs
3. Increased pro-cyclicality of bank lending resulting from Basel II
4. Other macro-economic impacts
For many developing economies, foreign banks represent a large proportion of their assets.
These banks have adopted complex approaches in their home territories but have to
assume simplified methods in developing economies based on the local regulatory regime,
which creates a complex playing field.

Key drivers for a successful Basel implementation in developing economies
In practice, Basel standards are compendia of different regulations, and regulators can
choose how many of the different components to implement. Data from the Financial
Stability Institute (FSI) show that implementation in developing countries is both
widespread and highly selective.
The implementation of Basel II (or III or IV) impacts a wide range of functions, including
finance, risk, corporate, management and regulatory reporting, legal / compliance, and IT.
In addition, multiple projects in each of these areas and their highly interdependent nature
contribute to significant programme complexity.
To create a seamless adoption, financial institutions should consider certain key elements:
1. A new risk and finance management culture
2. End-to-end integration
3. Data management

Adoption varies significantly across regions
Basel implementation is varied across
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are classified as low income (Ethiopia, Rwanda,
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Tanzania and WAEMU) and seven as
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lower-middle income (Angola, Bolivia, Ghana,
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Kenya, Nigeria, Pakistan and Vietnam), one can
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see that regulators have responded in very
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different ways to international banking
standards. At the start of this FSI research
project in 2015, only three of the eleven
jurisdictions had implemented any components
of Basel II and III (Pakistan, Kenya and
Nigeria). By January 2019, Ethiopia was the
only country that had not implemented at least
one component.

Figure 1.1 Implementation of international banking standards in
low- and lower- middle-income countries
Note:** denotes a country that is studied in this volume
Source: Data from FSI Survey 2015 covering one hundred jurisdictions outside of the Basel
Committee, suplemented with data from case studies in this volume. Income categories are
according to World Bank classifications for the same year

A new risk and finance management culture
Basel compliance is changing the way that banks
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management frameworks evolve to match the robust
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and risk teams may hamper the adoption of a more
rigorous regulatory stance.

End-to-end integration
A component-based approach to Basel program
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and that the interactions between projects are
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business criticality of the missing elements and
feasibility regarding cost and timelines.
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Data management
The data management requirements of Basel are
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Auditing the data
Once a regulatory report has been submitted, a regulator may follow up to clarify critical issues about the
calculated results and the application of rules. This audit will require the bank to identify, check, approve
and re-submit the data quickly and accurately.
Additional submissions need to be consistent with the original reporting, delivered in the same format
and be completed cost-effectively to avoid impacting other business activities. This audit process will be
challenging for banks whose data is dispersed across multiple silos and systems. Banks with a centralised
data model will respond faster and more efficiently to these inquiries and have streamlined compliance and
reporting processes.

Stress testing and financial forecasting
Stress testing is defined as the ability to understand

across multiple silos. Processing data in silos

the impact of significant market events on the key

takes longer, requires more effort, and delivers less

ratios and accurate financial forecasting for planning

accurate results than having a data model where all

purposes. It is becoming increasingly important in

the critical information is held in a central repository.

developing economies.

A central data repository allows teams to run a wide
array of complex stress tests that meet the insight

Increasingly, stress testing will be required more

needs of the business and the compliance needs of

often, performed across more data, and need to be

the regulator.

delivered in more depth. Achieving compliance will
be hampered if organisations have data distributed

Leveraging Basel beyond regulatory capital
How banks in developing economies choose to implement Basel can offer scope for competitive advantage.
Those who implement intending to improve their business processes and regulatory processes stand to reap
further rewards than those that see Basel compliance as an end in itself.
Having an efficient data set will help streamline the regulatory process and allow business managers to have
a complete, seamless and consolidated picture of the business, potentially for the first time.
Re-using regulatory data in different contexts gives banks the potential to improve management, overall
enterprise risk management, growth and profitability.
A successful implementation can create the building blocks for:
1. More profitable and effective pricing
2. More efficient capital allocation
3. Cost savings through the retirement of isolated databases and manual processes
4. Reduced dependency and reliance on legacy systems and individual contributors

Multiple approaches, one destination
Implementing Basel creates a unique set of challenges for each organisation, regardless of their starting point. The
most suitable selection will depend on the stability and performance of the organisation's current environment, the
speed at which the organisation wishes to implement the regulations, and what resources are available.

Enhancing the current environment
In some cases, the best option is to upgrade the existing environment by adding modules to handle additional
requirements, whether it be stress testing, data warehousing, or reporting. Enhancing or upgrading the current
environment allows an organisation to adopt the regulations at a pace that they can tolerate and that is less
disruptive to business operations.
Once the environment is defined, a gap analysis will identify where the team should focus the main
compliance effort.
Deploying a new regulatory environment
In other cases, the most cost-effective option will be to replace the existing regulatory model with a new,
purpose-built solution that delivers Basel "out of the box" without requiring extensive customisation. Although this
might appear to be the most costly and disruptive solution, it may be the most cost effective since it allows the
organisation to map to the regulations, thus embedding Basel within its processes.
Buy or build
Another critical decision is whether to develop a system in-house or buy from a vendor. Beyond perhaps yielding
more significant insight into the business, creating an in-house solution delivers minimal competitive advantage.
The regulatory requirements are the same for all banks. Moreover, the regulations are subject to regular change
globally. Managing this change is an essential but onerous task. Software vendors maintain teams to analyse and
accommodate these changes, which is uneconomical for banks to do themselves.

Conclusion
Basel is an opportunity, as well as a challenge for banks, especially in developing economies. It can provide a solid
foundation for subsequent developments in the banking sector and ensure that past excesses are avoided.
The key to ensuring that Basel creates opportunity lies in selecting the technology architecture used to deliver the
framework, particularly a technology architecture that accommodates scale and structure, processes, and
geographic spread, blending all these seamlessly into the scale and scope of the regulations. Great solutions
blend flexibility with improvements to both business and regulatory compliance.

Basel and risk management credentials
Regulatory reporting
In collaboration with Ilion, part of the BBD Group, the PredictR regulatory risk team has
implemented various solutions in building their expertise within the risk management arena.
One such project was the implementation of a solution that focused on defining individual building
blocks that can be linked, creating an end-to-end process that meets the need of each regulatory
submission for a pan-African commercial bank.
The defined process is managed by an orchestration and automation engine which executes the
process components based on the process dependency definition, manages the parallel
processing of components to enable speed optimsation, and visualises the status of the process
execution. The team specified, developed and implemented the solution using SQL Server, C#,
SSIS and SSRS, as well as a web-based front-end. As a result, the bank’s regulatory reporting was
transformed in record time.
The solution allowed the client to drastically enhance their regulatory reporting processes through
transparency, auditability and traceability. This approach resulted in improved reporting, capital
planning and forecasting, in addition to end-to-end process control, increased flexibility and capital
optimisation.
Financial and risk forecasting and optimisation
With banks across Africa upgrading their financial risk capability, moving from Basel I to Basel II
and beyond, they are facing pressure from their respective regulators, and making the most of
adhering to regulatory guidance and requirements. The PredictR team is assisting several banks in
taking this opportunity to not only build a sophisticated stress testing capability, but also implement
financial risk forecasting, capital management, and strategic financial risk planning solutions.
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